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This paper generalizes Wendel’s theorem to cover an arbitrary closed linear map 
in L,(G), G a locally compact group. 
1. RESULTS 
The unexplained terms, notation and facts in this paper can be found in 
[3,4]. Map will refer to linear map. The reader will easily see how to 
formulate and prove the “left-hand” version of our theorems. And in 
referring to result outside this paper it is understood that whichever is 
appropriate out of its left- and right-hand versions is meant. 
Let G be a locally compact group. Set L = L,(G). A map A: D, c L -+ L 
will be called a (right) multiplier map (in L) if D,, the domain of A, is right 
translation invariant and 
(A-4, = Ax,, VxE D,,gE G. (1.1) 
Wendel [8] (see also Helgason [2]) severally characterised bounded 
multiplier maps on L. These characterisations with additional ones were 
concisely presented by Hewitt and Ross [3, vol. II] in their Theorem 35.5. 
For convenience, we shall refer to this theorem simply as Wendel’s theorem 
when necessary. 
A map A: D, c L --t L generates a C,-semigroup of bounded maps on L if 
and only if A is a densely defined, closed map satisfying the following: There 
are positive real numbers M and w  such that ,l is real and ,l > w  imply that 
1 E p(A), the resolvent set of A, and that the resolvent R(A; A) of A has the 
property that 
II[(~-w>W-;4l”lI~~ n = 1, 2 )..., A > w. (1.2) 
Olubummo, in the following theorem, generalized Wendel’s theorem to any 
infinifesimal generator of a C,-semigroup of bounded maps on L: 
1.3 THEOREM (Olubummo [6, Theorem 2.41). Suppose that a map 
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A: D, c L + L generates a CO-semigroup of bounded maps on L. Suppose 
further that 
xED,*(a)x*vED,, Vv E M(G), the space of bounded 
measures on G and (b) x, E D, , Vg E G. (1.4) 
Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) (Ax), = Ax,, Vx E D,, g E G. 
(ii) A(x * v) = (Ax) * v, Vx E D, , v E M(G). 
(iii) A (x * y) = (Ax) *y, Vx E D, t y E L. 
(iv) There exists a net @,l) in M(G) such that 
Ax = /im, p, * x, Vx E D,4. 
In the present paper we have succeeded in generalizing Wendel’s Theorem 
to include any densely defined closed map in L. Specifically, let F be a 
separating subset of the topological dual L’ of L. For each f E F, let C, be a 
copy of the complex number field C with modulus as norm. Then the 
projective topology on L with respect to ((C,, f ):f E F) (see Schaefer 
[7, Chap. II, 55.1 is denoted by )v~. For normed linear spaces P, Q and for 
mapsA:D,cP~Q,B:D,cP-,QwithD,cD,,wesayasusualthatB 
is A-bounded if there exists k > 0 such that 
IlBxll < k(llAxlI + Ilxil), Vx E D, . 
The generalization is as follows: 
1.5 THEOREM. (1) Let A: D,., c L -+ L be a densely defined closed map. 
Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) (Ax),=Ax,,VxED,,,,gEG. 
(ii) (Ax) * v = A(x * v), Vx E D,4, v E M(G). 
(iii) (Ax)ay=A(x*y),v~ED,~,yEL. 
(iv) There are (a) a separating subset F of L’ which is invariant 
under composition by right translations; and (b) a net (u,) in M(G) such 
that 
~~,-lim~u,*x=Ax (1.6) (1 
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defines A, i.e., (1.6) holds for all x E D,4 and 
{x: (34’ E L) w, - a limpu, *x=y}=D/(. 
(2) Moreover, the net (,a,) in l(iv) may be so chosen that the net 
(u, * (.)) of bounded multiplier maps on L is uniformly A-bounded. 
We give two other levels of generalizations of Wendel’s theorem here. See 
also Proposition 2.4 in Section 2. 
Suppose the resolvent set p(A) of a map A: D, c L -+ L is non-vacuous. 
Let A, be fixed in p(A). Then (I.11’Y given by 
Ibll’ = lI~(&;A)xll, VXE L, 
is a norm on L weaker than the L ,-norm 1). (I. The first level of generalization 
is the following: 
1.7 THEOREM. Suppose that A in Theorem 1.5 is further assumed to 
have non-vacuous resolvent set p(A). Then Theorem 1.5 holds with (l(iv)) 
and (2) replaced respectively by 
(l(iv’)) (a) IIxgll’ < I/XII’, Vx E L and (b) there is a net (u,) in M(G) 
such that 
lim (Ip, * x -Ax/l’ = 0 
a 
defines A. 
(2’) Moreover, the net (,a,) in (l(iv’)) may be chosen 1) . I)‘-bounded in 
L. 
For the other level of generalization let us revisit Olubummo’s 
generalization-Theorem 1.3 here. His demands that the densely closed map 
A generates a C,-semigroup of bounded maps on L and that A satisfies (1.4) 
are superfluous even at his level of generalization. The following theorem of 
ours shows this. 
1.8 THEOREM. Suppose A in Theorem 1.5 is further assumed to have 
non-vacuous resolvent set p(A) and a sequence (A,) cp(A) such that 
lim A,R(A,; A) x =x, VXEL. (1.9) n+oo 
Then Theorem 1.5 holds with (l(iv)) and (2) replaced respectively by 
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(1 (iv”)) There is Q sequence (if,) c M(G) such that 
limpu, * X = AX 
n 
defines A. 
(2”) The sequence 01,) in (l(iv”)) may be so chosen rhat the sequence 
(u, * (.)) of bounded multiplier maps on L is uniformly A-bounded. 
1.10 Observations. (1) It is not necessary to require in Theorem 1.8 that 
lim, I& 1 = co. 
(2) It is not diflicult to see that (1.2) Z- (1.9). In fact @,R(A,; A)) is 
equibounded and lim, IA,] = co * (1.9). See for instance Komatsu 
[ 5, Proposition 2.41. 
(3) If a map A: D, c L + L generates a semigroup of class (A) (see 
[4, Sect. 10.6]), then A satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 1.8. 
(4) However, a densely defined, closed map A satisfying (1.9) may 
not generate any class of semigroup of bounded maps at all-semigroups of 
class (A) inclusive. A very elementary example is the following: Set G = R, 
the real line, and define A by 
(Ax)(g) = (1 + i)gx(g), VgE R, (1.11) 
the domain of A being all those x in L for which the right-hand side of (1.11) 
defines an element of L. A, so defined, is a closed map in L into L. Any non- 
zero real number is in the resolvent of A and 
However, the whole of the line (t(1 + i): t E I!?} is in the spectrum, o(A), of A 
and as such no right half-plane is free of the spectra of A. Therefore, A does 
not generate a semigroup of bounded maps of any class on L. 
Finally, by way of application, we show in Section 2 that D,, the domain 
of a closed multiplier map A, is a Banach L-module with norm llA(.)ll + I(. 11 
and can be factored as 
D,*M(G)=D,*L=D,; 
We also disprove an assertion of Burnham and Goldberg [ 1, p. 324). 
2. PROOF OF RESULTS 
Theorem 1.5 will be proved in stages. 
2.1. PROPOSITION. Suppose A: D,4 c L + L is Q closed map such that 
x E D, *for all y E L 
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(a) x *J’ E D, 
and 
(b) (Ax)*y=A(x*y). 
Then D,,, is a right Banach L-module under convolution ifit carries the norm 
11 . II,( defined by 
IIXIIA = llA-4 + II.~IIT Vx E D,4. P-2) 
Moreover 
Proof. By hypothesis 
D, *L=D,. (2.3) 
D,*LcD,. 
D, is therefore an ideal of L and a right Banach L-module under 
convolution if it carries the norm I]. ]IA. D,4 denotes this module for the rest 
of the proof. By [3, Vol. II, 32.221, D, * L is closed in D, and with the aid 
of a right approximate unit in L, D, * L is seen to be dense in D,4. Hence 
D, *L=D,. 
2.4. PROPOSITION. Let A: D, c L -+ L be a closed map. Then the 
following statements are equivalent: 
(i) (Ax),=Ax,,VxED,,gEG. 
(ii) (Ax) * v = A(x * v), Vx E D,, v E M(G). 
(iii) (Ax) * y = A(x * y), Vx E D,, y E L. 
Proof: Scheme (i) * (ii) z- (iii) 2 (i). 
Assume (i). For a fixed p E M(G), there is a net (T,) c span{(.),: g E G) 
such that 
lir]]T,x-x*p/]=O, Vx E L [8, Theorem 41. (2.5) 
Thus, by translation invariance and linearity 
xED,=-T,xED, and AT,x = T,,Ax, 
Therefore by (2.5) 
VP. 
lip II ATox - (Ax) * p II= “,” ]] TflAx - (Ax) * ,u (I = 0. 
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Therefore x * ,U E D, and A(x * ,D) = (Ax) * ,D, since A is closed. Hence 
(i) 3 (ii). (ii) 3 (iii) is clear. 
Now assume (iii). According to Proposition 2.1, D,4 * L = D, . Therefore. 
x E D, ti there exist z E D, and y E L such that 
x = z * 1’. 
Moreover, for each g E G, (.), is a bounded left multiplier map. With the aid 
of Wendel’s theorem therefore 
(Ax), = ((AZ) * y), = (AZ) * yg = A(z * y,) = A(z * y), = Ax,. 
Therefore, (iii) = (i) and the proof is complete. 
Note that A in Propositions 2.1 and 2.4 is not necessarily densely defined. 
2.6 Proof of Theorem 1.5. Because of Proposition 2.4, it remains to 
show (a) (iv) o (i) and (b) (2) to complete the proof. 
Assume (iv). Suppose x E D, . Then forfE F and g E G, 
lim*, *x-&f)=0 
a 
and 
lim @, * x, - (Ax),, f) = 1,” (01, * X-AX),, f) = 0, 
(1 
i.e., 
WF - lim pu, * x, = (AX),. 
a 
Therefore by assumption xg E D,4 and Ax, = (Ax),. Thus (iv) * (i). 
Consider (i) * (iv). 
Assume (i). Then (i), (ii) and (iii) altogether follow by Proposition 2.4. 
Now let (u,) c D, be a bounded left approximate unit in L with bound k. 
The domain D,. of the adjoint A ’ of A is weak* dense in L’ (Komatsu 
[ 5, Proposition 5.21) and so separating on L. For each x’ E D., I, x’A is a 
continuous linear functional on D,. Thus for x E D,, 
1,” ((AU,) * x,x’) = 1,” (A(ua * x),x’> = (AX, X’), Vx’ E D,4,. 
Therefore if ,uu, is the absolutely continuous measure corresponding to Au, 
and F=deFDArr then 
w,--limp, *x=Ax. (2.7) a 
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Now suppose there are $ and J in L such that 
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lip Cu, *c&x’)= (Y,-K’), Vx’ E D,4>. 
Then 
(y,x’)=(~,x’A)=(~,A’x’), Vx’ ED,>, 
where x’A is the unique continuous extension of x’A to L. Thus, by 
definition, $ E D,,, ,,, the domain of the bidual of A, and 
However, A” = A [5, Proposition 5.21. Hence 4 E D, and A# =y. Therefore 
the map A is completely determined by (2.7). 
To complete the proof of (i) * (iv) it remains to show that F =def D, I is 
invariant under composition with right translations. Now, suppose x’ E D,,, 
and g E G. Then 
INAx),, -x’>l = I@-Q -r’>l G IIx’A II II C),II ILlI G Ilx’A II IIxIL Vx E D,., . 
(2.8) 
Therefore (2.8)* ((.),,x’)E D,,, which is the required invariance. Thus 
(i) * (iv). 
Consider ,u, * (.) in (2.7). 
I Cu, * x, x’>I < Ilx’A II ll~nll ll4l < W’A II + lb’ IINIA-4l + llxll)~ 
VX’ED,<,,XED,~. 
Thus the net (u, * ( - )) of bounded multiplier maps is uniformly A-bounded. 
Set D,, = F and the proof is complete. 
2.9. Proof of Theorem 1.7. Although (i) o (ii) o (iii) is true already by 
Proposition 2.4, the reader will easily see that it can be established more 
directly using Wendel’s theorem, if he notes that for & E p(A), A commutes 
with right translations if and only if R(& ; A) commutes with right tran- 
slations. 
Now consider (i) + (iv’). 
Assume (i). Let U, c D, be a bounded left approximate unit in L again. 
Set pu, = Au,. Since AR& ; A) is a bounded map, and since A commutes 
with R(& ; A) we have 
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lim 11,~~ * x - A.ulj’ = 1,” IIR(&;A)(A(U, * X) -h)ll (r 
= lim IIAR(&;A)(u, * x) -AR(&;A)xll = 0, 
a 
VxE D,. 
Suppose there exist 4 and y in L such that 
hm Ilj,~~ * 4 -yll’ = 0. 
Then AR@, ; A) 4 = R (A0 ; A) y, which implies 0 E D, and A@ = y. Thus 
defines A completely. 
Clearly, for g E G 
lim lip, * x - Ax(l’ (2.10) 
a 
b,II =IIR(~,;~)x,ll=ll(R(~o;~)x),ll =llR@,;A)xll =IlxIl’. 
Hence (i) + (iv’). 
(iv’) 3 (i) can similarly be proved. 
Moreover, for ,u, in (2.10) 
where k is the common bound for the u,‘s. This proves (2’). 
2. I1 Proof of Theorem 1.8. It is now clear that we need only show that 
(i) o (iv”) and establish (2”). 
(iv”) * (iv) of Theorem 1.5 =j (i). Therefore (iv”) 3 (i). 
Now assume (i). Then 
lim &R(3Ln;A)x=x, VXEL. 
n+* 
Each &AR@,, ; A) is a bounded multiplier map and so, by Wendel’s 
theorem, there exists P,, E M(G) such that 
~,AR&;A)x =/in * x, VXEL. 
Now for XE D,, 
,un*~=&,AR(&,;A)x=&,R(&,;A)Ax+Ax asn-,co. 
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A being closed, 
limp, * x = Ax 
n 
defines A completely. Hence (i) 3 (iv”). 
Consider (2”). The hypothesis on @,R(A,; A)) implies through the 
uniform boundedness theorem that there is k > 0 such that 
Thus [I,u,, *x(1 = lll,R@,; A) AxI1 < k IIAxll, Vx E D, which implies the 
sequence (,u,, * (. )) is uniformly A-bounded. 
The proof is complete. 
In conclusion we make two observations: 
(a) It is now clear that any closed map in L satisfying any one of the 
equivalent conditions (i)-(iii) of Proposition 2.4 is a multiplier map. The 
domain of such a map A is clearly a right Banach L-module. Moreover, by 
Proposition 2.1 and 2.4 essentially, 
D,., = D,4 * L = D,4 * M(G). 
(b) Burnham and Goldberg [ 1, p. 324) gave an example of a Segal 
algebra as B the class of all absolutely continuous functions on IR which 
along with their first derivatives are in L. The norm ~~~~~~~ in B is given as 
lll4ll = IlDxll + llxk Vx E B. 
They then asserted that there is no analogue of this example if R were 
replaced by an arbitrary abelian locally compact group. Contrary to their 
view a valid generalization of their example is actually the Banach module 
D,4 referred to in (a) above. Here the norm II . IIA on D, is given by 
IlxIIA = IlAxll + Ilxll- 
(See Proposition 2. I again.) We only have to require that D,., be II . II - dense 
in L to obtain a Segal algebra. Concrete examples of such spaces are given 
through Theorems lS(iv), 1.7(iv’) and lg(iv”). 
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